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NEW QUESTION: 1
It is a Type I error if we reject the Null Hypothesis when it
is actually true.
A. True
B. False
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 2
You used the IBM Curam SPM Administration application to modify

an out-of-the-box (OOTB) Intelligent Evidence Gathering (IEG)
script. You then extracted the script to the file system.
Which two tasks do you need to perform to ensure that the
script loads the next time the database is built?
A. Copy the IEG script to your custom clob folder
B. Load the I EG script to the APPRESOURCE folder.
C. Copy the IEG script into your custom DMX file
D. Modify the entry in the custom DMX file to reference the
script.
E. Replace the lEG script in the OOTB folder with the custom
script.
Answer: B,E

NEW QUESTION: 3
You have an on-premises file server that stores 2 TB of data
files.
You plan to move the data files to Azure Blob storage in the
Central Europe region.
You need to recommend a storage account type to store the data
files and a replication solution for the storage account. The
solution must meet the following requirements:
* Be available if a single Azure datacenter fails.
* Support storage tiers.
* Minimize cost.
What should you recommend? To answer, select the appropriate
options in the answer area.
NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point.
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation
Box 1: Blob storage
Blob storage supports storage tiers
Note: Azure offers three storage tiers to store data in blob
storage: Hot Access tier, Cool Access tier, and Archive tier.
These tiers target data at different stages of its lifecycle
and offer cost-effective storage options for different use
cases.
Box 2: Zone-redundant storage (ZRS)
Data in an Azure Storage account is always replicated three
times in the primary region. Azure Storage offers two options
for how your data is replicated in the primary region:
* Zone-redundant storage (ZRS) copies your data synchronously
across three Azure availability zones in the primary region.
* Locally redundant storage (LRS) copies your data
synchronously three times within a single physical location in
the primary region. LRS is the least expensive replication
option, but is not recommended for applications requiring high
availability.
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